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Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology is a comprehensive reference work and is the first
reference work in English that comprehensively looks at psychological topics from critical
as well as international points of view. Thus, it will appeal to all committed to a critical
approach across the Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology, for alternative analyses of
psychological events, processes, and practices. The Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology
provides commentary from expert critical psychologists from around the globe who will
compose the entries. The Encyclopedia of Critical Psychology will feature approximately
1,000 invited entries, organized in an easy to use A-Z format. The encyclopedia will be
compiled under the direction of the editor who has published widely in the field of critical
psychology and due to his international involvements is knowledgeable about the status of
critical psychology around the world. The expert contributors will summarize current criticalpsychological knowledge and discuss significant topics from a global perspective.
・Entries from international experts
・Includes consulations from critical, international, and indigenous perspectives
・The only major refernce on this topic
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The Encyclopedia of Public Health is a reference set of four volumes covering all aspects of public health for the lay reader. It covers
infectious diseases and other topics related to public health, such as causes of injury or chronic diseases. The 900 articles are written by
experts in this domain. Topics indirectly related but relevant to public health, such as the oath of Hippocrates, are covered. Controversial
subjects are not avoided; an article on armed forces alcohol and drug abuse programs is followed by an article on arms control. It has
received the CHOICE 2002 award for Outstanding

